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“At Oxanda Education, we are fully committed to 

the positive and successful development of the 

whole child.” 

Adrian Fonseca– Managing Director 



Company Background 
Oxanda Education is a premium owner operator of 

childcare and early education centres in Eastern  

Australian States. 

 

Oxanda Education is considered a market leader by 

Australia’s leading child care experts, owners and  

industry participants.  

 

Oxanda is staffed by an experienced management 

team that includes some of Australia’s leading and 

most well regarded early childhood experts.  

 

Oxanda is passionate about the early education 

needs of Australian children and is committed to 

the provision of quality, affordable and industry 

leading care and early education.  

Brand Portfolios 

Oxanda operate two brands centred on a holistic approach to  

childcare and early education. While each brand has its own unique 

identity and learning platform, each brand is connected to  

Oxanda’s core philosophy to provide every child with an  

outstanding early learning experience and skill set that will benefit 

them for life.  
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Services 
Most Australian households comprise of multiple children  

under the age of twelve. Consequently, a multi-faceted  

approach to childcare and early education is required.  

 

Oxanda’s child care and early education centres offer  

flexible options incorporating the following services: 

 Long Day Care (0– 2 years, 2– 3 years and  

3– school age) 

 Preschool/kindergarten programs  

(4– school age) 

 Casual Care (additional days) 

 Before School Care* 

 After School Care* 

 Vacation Care* 

 

*At selected centres 
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Educational Program & Philosophy 
Oxanda’s core philosophy is centred on the provision of an early education experience that facilitates the  

development of the “whole child”.  Our program focuses on: 

 

 The provision of quality childcare and early education at an affordable price 

  The positive development of the “whole child”, through music,  

movement, creative play, social development, physical fitness and a  

dynamic  academic curriculum 

 A strong and engaged collaboration between centre management, parents 

and local communities. In providing this holistic framework, children are 

able to engage with, and learn from, all aspects of their environment 

 Providing a safe and caring ‘Second home’ for every child 

 Recognising the uniqueness and potential of each child and providing  

children with the freedom to learn and develop at their own pace 

 Providing state of the art indoor and outdoor facilities that impart positive 

and memorable early learning experiences 

 

The fundamentals of the program are based on the Australian Children’s  

Education & Care Quality Authority (ACECQA) Early Years Learning  

Framework– Belonging, Being and Becoming. This framework encourages  

play– based learning,  as research indicates that play-based learning, as  

research indicates that play– based learning imparts the greatest benefit in the 

first five years of a child’s life.  

 

Oxanda enhances this approach through implementation of the following  

programs as a key point of difference highlighting our commitment to the  

development of the whole child.  
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School Readiness Program 

Our program is designed to prepare children for the  

transition to school. Oxanda is committed to providing  

early learning  

experiences that best promote the child’s success. 

 Social skill building 

 Resilience skills 

 Pre– Literacy & Numeracy skills 

 Utilisation of technology in all centres to encourage  

interactive learning 

 Interactive science and discovery programs, e.g. S.T.E.M.  

Social/Emotional  

Development Program 

Oxanda firmly believes in promoting confidence in each 

child so that they are better placed to tackle all life’s  

challenges as they grow. Oxanda implements the following 

programs:  

 Learning for life principles that install practices such 

as emotional communication, cooperation,  

self– discipline and problem– solving that children 

will use later in school and life 

Parent’s and educators are provided a Free membership to  

Parent TV, an online platform which holds regular seminars 

and training on behaviour management and  parenting, 

presented by leading psychologists and behaviourists. 
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Parental and Community  

Partnerships 

Oxanda places great emphasis on developing an active  

partnership with parents and communities based on  

mutual respect, open communication and shared  

decision making. Oxanda’s Educators are encouraged to 

seek and build strong relationships with parent networks 

and the wider community through: 

 Parent seminars and interviews to discuss children  

developmental progress 

 Sponsorship of community events and charities to 

build brand trust and a child’s understanding of the  

community around them 

 Hosting of regular family and community events 

such as Community days, community specific  

calendar of events,  and annual celebrations. 

 

Extracurricular activities 

Oxanda Education’s extracurricular classes are led by  

professionally trained early learning professionals and include:  

 L.O.T.E . Classes  

 Yoga  

 Music and Movement 

 Art and Design 

 Learn– to– swim (where pool access is available) 

 Sports & Fitness 

 Forest School       

These programs offer extra opportunities and experiences 

for children that complement our everyday curriculum.  
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In our view, “healthy children are happy children”. Oxanda has  

implemented an extensive curriculum based on health, nutrition and 

fitness that encompasses: 

 On-site herb and  vegetable gardens (certain sites only) to  

encourage children to sow, nurture and grow their own produce 

 Health and Nutrition lessons facilitated by our in-house  

qualified Chef’s, explaining the importance of healthy nutrition 

to children  

 Collaborative partnerships with organisations such as the GWS 

Giants 

Health, Nutrition and Fitness 
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Building for the Future 

Infrastructure and Facilities 

Lead by a management team that includes Australia’s foremost 

early childhood specialists, Oxanda Education’s vision for every 

centre it acquires or develops is to provide every child with an 

outstanding early education facility that is dedicated to providing 

learning for life. 

This is achieved through internal redesigns, creative landscaping 

and the introduction of quality learning, play and fitness  

equipment to support Oxanda’s progressive curriculum. 

Oxanda Education prides itself in delivering industry leading  

indoor and outdoor facilities at each centre. This practice is based 

upon extensive research highlighting the importance of: 

 Calming and child inspired indoor environments (featuring 

neutral colour palettes) that enhances a child’s learning  

experiences and demeanour 

 Outdoor environments rich in plant life and natural  

materials that encourage and promote creative play and a 

child’s innate curiosity in the world around them 

 Interactive equipment including state of the art  

technology that encourage learning and confidence with 

technology at a young age. 
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Building for the community 

A key Oxanda point of difference is our focus on creating multi-use facilities that not only deliver industry-leading early 

learning environments, but also deliver benefits to the wider community. 

In developing a building concept, Oxanda conducts robust amenity and needs analysis of surrounding areas focusing on: 

 Existing amenity offerings within a 5km radius 

 The demographic profile of the local community relating to age, gender and household composition. 

Oxanda then develops unique facilities with multiple service and amenity offerings that complement and enhance our core 

child care and early education service offering. The overall centre then becomes a hub for the provision of early education, 

health and well-being services and a key focal point in the community. 
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Oxanda Education has an  

active social media  

presence and uses its platforms 

to connect with families, create 

community engagement and 

raise awareness about  

important early childhood  

topics 
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Oxanda Education is fully committed to  

providing Australia’s highest level of  

developmental and educational childcare  

services 
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GWS Giants—Nutrition Partner 

Oxanda Education is the Nutrition Partner for the GWS 

Giants Care program. This partnership is  

connected with Oxanda’s view that “healthy kids are  

happy kids” and integrates the importance of health,  

nutrition and fitness into the daily routine of every ‘Little 

GIANTS’ child in our care.  

The collaborative efforts of Oxanda and the GWS Giants 

have produced a program that nurtures and facilitates  

individual learning in each child  through: 

 Foundation ball skills 

 Improving eye and hand coordination 

 Improving physical strength and stamina 

 Facilitating learning around nutrition and healthy 

food habits; and,  

 Encouraging good sporting ethos, ethics and team 

spirit. 

Our objective is to make each child feel capable, inspired 

and successful so that good health and fitness translate 

into a lifelong sense of wellbeing.  

 

Giants Care 

Oxanda Education is committed to its communities and is a 

proud Foundation Partner of the GWS Giants Care Program. 

Launched in 2015, Giants Care is an innovative and meaningful 

community initiative that is focused on community outcomes 

and the enrichment of lives in disadvantaged communities in 

Western Sydney. The programme’s key areas are social  

cohesion, numeracy, literacy, health, environment, science, 

nutrition, youth employment and leadership. 

Some of Australia’s most respected organisations with a  

like-minded vision for communities have joined Oxanda in  

becoming Foundation Partners of Giants Care including Lend 

Lease, Virgin Australia, ANZ, Linfox, Origin, Western Sydney 

University and News Corp Australia.  

Strategic Partnerships 
Oxanda values strategic partnerships with key organisations and industry experts. The focus of our strategic partnerships is 

“healthy living”, community engagement and connecting with families.  
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Pedagogy 
Oxanda believes in the power of learning as an ignition 

switch to building a culture that lives and breathes our 

philosophies and values. Learning transforms not only 

the individual but also the organisation, igniting a  

continuous spirit of change and quality improvement.  

 

Oxanda views the context of early childhood as an  

interwoven fabric, where children, families, community 

and Early Childhood Education professionals work  

together in making decisions about ‘teaching &  

learning’.  

Oxanda believes  in: 

• A strong image of the child (and educator) 

• Environments that support learning 

• Documentation that makes thinking & learning visible 

• The art of reflective practice 

• Being connected and present as educators 
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Oxanda implements outstanding rituals as part of our curriculum. Rituals provide children with a sense of security, identity and 

belonging as well as enhance aspects of the daily routines that deepen connections and relationships. This is because they are 

special things that are done together with the teaching teams and they create shared memories whilst influencing children’s 

levels of engagement to the educational program optimising learning opportunities. Rituals embedded into our educational 

curriculum are: 

 Progressive Meal times 

 Sleep Circles 

 Relaxation Times including yoga & meditation 

 Tea Time 

 Uninterrupted Curriculum times/ sessions 

 Yarning Circles 

 Kinder Leadership Program 

 Community Connections 
15 
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Inspiring our Citizens of Tomorrow 
At Oxanda Education we are dedicated to helping create responsible and caring new leaders of the 21st  
Century. As such, we have incorporated a range of community-based projects into our curriculum, that are  
designed to nurture personal qualities including empathy, integrity, respect, responsibility and tolerance. 

These programs include Kindy Of Kindness, Forest School and Sustainability  through which our children are given the  

opportunity to form a personal and very positive connection with their local community groups and the natural  

environment. 
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Community Support 
Oxanda Education is an avid supporter of community outreach 

programs. Oxanda supports numerous community initiatives and 

programs through financial and resource commitments including: 

 Humpty Dumpty Foundation 

 Various local community causes including, but not limited 

to, assisting in matters relating to sickness, health, family 

travel and personal injury relating to members of the  

community 

 Charities for the needy, including participation and  

financial support from our centres, children and parents. 

 Kindy of Kindness. Each Oxanda centre runs a unique Kindy 

of Kindness program within their local community.  

Initiatives may include visits to aged care facilities, baking 

for the local emergency services, or fund-raising projects to 

assist neighbouring charity groups. In addition,  

Oxanda Kindy of Kindness supports national events across 

all of our services, including The Nappy Collective, children’s 

book collections in support of literacy programs for  

disadvantaged and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

children, The Pyjama Foundation, as well as local Christmas 

Appeals. 

Since inception Oxanda Education has contributed in excess of  

$1 million to local community initiatives. 
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Executive Team 
Oxanda Education’s executive management team includes experienced and highly regarded business  

professionals and early childhood experts. 

The Executive Team’s mission is to deliver outstanding childcare and early education services and in doing 

so make a difference to every child for life. 

Team profiles 

Adrian Fonseca 

Managing Director 

Qualifications: 

 Bachelor of Laws (Hons) 

 Bachelor of Commerce 

Adrian is a co-founder of Oxanda with over 25 years’ 

experience in law and finance. Adrian commenced his 

career as a  lawyer working with two of Australia’s  

leading law firms, Ashurt and Allens Linklaters and then 

spent 17 years in Investment Banking with Macquarie 

Bank and Deutsche Bank. 

Adrian’s passion for childcare stems from having three 

children of his own and having been in child care in his 

early years. He is an advocate for providing Australian 

families with high quality but affordable childcare and 

early education to enable every child to have the best 

possible start in life. 

Interesting Fact: 

Adrian attended Bluebird Cammeray (Sydney) child care 

centre as a toddler. 

Nancy Reardon- Fonseca 

Communications Director 

Qualifications: 

 Bachelor of Arts 

(Communications) 

 

Nancy has worked as a journalist and producer for 

leading media networks including CNN International, the 

Seven Network, MSN and AOL. 

Nancy has worked as a child counsellor in Singapore and 

also  developed essential life-skills courses for children 

aimed at promoting self-esteem, leadership and effective 

communication. 

These life skills have been essential in driving Oxanda’s 

holistic philosophies. 
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Rosina O’Brien 

National Head 

Qualifications: 

 Advanced Diploma of Children’s Services 

 Advanced Diploma of Management 

 Cert IV Training and Assessment 

 Diploma of Community Services

(Children’s Services) 

 Level 3 Certificate in Forest School  

program leadership 

Rosina has over 25 years’ experience in the  

industry. Rosina has held various roles both at a 

centre level and senior management level in 

both publicly and privately owned organisations. 

Rosina believes children are naturally curious, 

full of potential and born with intelligence and 

that every child deserves opportunities to  

discover their own uniqueness supported by an 

environment rich of real experiences and full of 

challenges. 

Oliver Meehan 

General Counsel 

Qualifications: 

 Bachelor of Law 

 Bachelor of IT 

(Information Systems) 

After over 10 years’ experience in private law 

firms, Oliver joined Oxanda to manage land & 

business transactions, coordinate town planning 

application processes, and provide support to 

the Operations Team. 

Oliver finds working in this industry to be  

rewarding, and enjoys the challenges of being an 

integral part of Oxanda’s journey. 
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Miranda Rennie 

Head of Finance 

Qualifications: 

 Bachelor of Commerce 

 Graduate Diploma of Chartered Accounting 

 

Miranda is a Chartered Accountant with  9 years’  

experience who joined the early education sector in 

2015.  

Miranda is passionate about providing the best  

outcomes for all children in our care and their families.  

Her extensive knowledge of the industry is beneficial to 

our family organisation. 

Caroline Buttrum 

Head of Administration 

Qualifications: 

 Diploma of Children’s Services 

 

Caroline has worked in the early childhood education and 

care sector for over 20 years. Caroline’s commitment to Early 

Childhood and Education began two decades ago as an  

Educator and then Centre Manager.  

Since then, Caroline has gained extensive experience in  

managing a large portfolio of services ensuring that each  

service remains compliant with Family Assistance Law  

ensuring continued approval for Child care subsidy. 

Caroline’s experience and management skills means that the 

focus of the educators and managers within the services can 

be on the education and development of the children. 
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Kara Parata 

Head of Victoria 

Qualifications: 

 Diploma of children services 

 Cert IV TAE 

(Training and Assessing) 

 Level 3 Certificate in Forest School program 

leadership 

 

Kara has over 20 years’ of operational experience 

in the early learning industry in roles ranging from 

support through to managerial positions. 

Kara’s passion for the industry started at a young 

age - she always had a spark with children and a 

genuine interest in their learning process. Kara is a 

passionate advocate for play-based learning and 

readily adopts Albert Einstein’s belief that “Play is 

the highest form of research”. 

Rebecca Politz 

QLD/NSW Operations Manager 

Qualifications: 

 Advanced Diploma of Community Services 

(Children’s Services) 

 Diploma of Community Services 

(Children’s Services) 

 Certificate IV in Training and Assessment 

 

Rebecca is a passionate and highly skilled professional with 

over 15 years experience in the Early Learning Industry.  

Rebecca’s commitment to the importance of early  

education is grounded by a strong belief that the first 5 

years of a child’s development is crucial in building strong 

and active learners. During this period children are  

inquisitive with a drive to explore and understand their  

immediate environments.  

Empowering educators to provide environments and  

experiences which foster and develop learning is paramount 

to Rebecca. 
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Sacha Howell 

Customer Relations and Marketing Manager 

Qualifications: 

 Diploma of Children Services 

 
Sacha has been in the Early Education Industry for 
over 12 years and has experienced a range of roles 
during this time including: Lead Educator, Centre  
Manager, Operations and Marketing. 
 
Sacha has a passion for mentoring and inspiring  
Educators to achieve High Quality Education and Care 
through their Environments, Practices and Rituals. 

Her flair for customer engagement, relationship  
building and knowledge of  the industry is essential, 
being the first contact for our Community.  

Joanne Rowe 

VIC Operations Manager 

Qualifications: 

 Diploma of Community Services 

(Children Services) 

 

Jo has over 29 years’ experience in the Early Years 

Learning Sector. Jo’s held various roles including  

Centre director, quality manager and management 

level support. 

Jo is passionate in supporting leadership teams with 

high quality coaching, mentoring and professional 

development support. 

Jo believes when early childhood educators have 

knowledge of individual children’s strengths and  

capabilities this creates a stable foundation to equip 

children to become successful lifelong learners. 
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Hayley Costanzo 

Pedagogical Mentor & Funding Coordinator 

Qualifications: 

 Diploma of Early Childhood Education & Care 

 Diploma of Business Management 

(Childcare) 

 Diploma of Human Resources 

Hayley has had over 10 years experience in Early  

Education in a variety of roles including Lead Educator, 

Educational Leader and Centre Manager.  Hayley is  

currently completing further studies in a Bachelor of 

Early Education and her sound knowledge of early  

education  pedagogies and curriculum is utilised to  

support and coach Oxanda’s teaching teams to provide 

high quality  educational programs.  
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For further information, please contact: 

Oxanda Education 

104/33 Hollywell Road 

Biggera Waters 

QLD 4216 

 

Postal: PO BOX 197  

Biggera Waters 

QLD 4216 

         oxandaeducation.com.au  

1300 692 632 

 

oxanda-education 




